
system of moving structure with both type of surfacessystem of moving structure with facet reflective acrylic surfacessystem of moving structure with inner reflective acrylic surfacessystem of moving structure (folding), serving as an antena

attached system with both type of surfacesattached system with facet reflective acrylic surfacesattached system with inner reflective acrylic surfacesattached system of shape memory alloys (”material memory, elasticity”)

system of moving structure operated by a system of shape memory alloys all togethersystem with facet reflective acrylic surfacessystem with inner reflective acrylic surfaces

placing the sound, colourlight and soundcolour waves 
intersections into directions

approximation, intersection points of waves intersections

interpolation of intersection points in three scales; 
The layers of the system of instalations within the city

sound + radio colour soundcolour all together

sound + radio colour soundcolour from all together all together

sound + radio soundcolour from all together all together 2 all togethercolour

system of moving structure, both types of the surfaces are 
created by various ways of scaling the system with partially 
random element; 
the partially random element is also used for making some 
of the surfaces parabolic, while the others are flat, which 
creates more effective distortion

pattern   .                .              .          .     the interrelated systems within the structure    .                .              .          .       .     all the systems are generated from one structure and they are mechanically as well as functionally interrelated application of the pattern to the interpolated meshes  .                .              .       
   .     each interrelated system within pattern is applied to suitable mesh     .                .            . 
       .       .     sound related system to sound related mesh, etc.        .                 .               .            .
   .       .     the general structure  is applied to the mesh which was generated for all       .            .              .          .                     
 

the mesh “all together”

the pattern (the structure) applied to the mesh “all together”

in a suburbia, the structure has strong role in integration 
and/or identification with the city
there was registered very strong radio waves activity, while 
the sound condition has more detail character (leafs, grass,  
wind, etc.) with the only exception of ubiquitous back-
ground sound of the motorway
on the other hand the vizual stimuli is oriented to the long 
distance view of surrounding nature and city landscape, 
the quality of detail and urban scale is lacking

this sample is from Bjørke, the area is build up by carpets 
of uniform small familly houses and large size buildings, 
motorway, etc.
the scale inbetween is lacking
how ever Bjørke is not one of the most critical/extreme  
example of this type of suburbia, 
it is indentical for being the border line and/or diffusion 
between an idealistic idea of living in the “nature” and 
slum

this is a crossing on the way to Bjørke from the city, 
it is a border line of the city and periphery and serves as a 
crossing of public city transport for both of those two
while the housing is developed in urban character, the 
traffic building already reminds suburbia


